Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:

Since you are taking Israel’s side these days without expressing any criticism, that at least puts to rest any demands to distinguish between the Central Council and Israel. You consider yourselves one team; you are one team.

I am utterly appalled to note that your Zionist state to bomb and expel thousands of people who have done nothing more than to live in a place where for 60 years an ongoing struggle has been taking place for a fair resolution to the Palestinians driven out by Israel. I am stunned to see that dead children in Gaza and Lebanon apparently mean nothing to you. Obviously intentional killing of UN soldiers seems to be business as usual for your state. Mr. Begin bombed the state of Israel into existence with terrorism and since then it has been maintained with terrorism.

Let’s imagine it was Iran doing these things. What would be going on in Germany then? Mass demonstrations, politicians making tough statements. You have a good grasp on public opinion. The Federal Minister for Economic Cooperation was immediately reprimanded because she dared to cautiously express the truth. This can’t go on. You and the state of Israel are behaving with unmatched frivolousness. Morally untouchable, with justice and truth on your side. The basis is presumably the Zionist ideology of being a chosen people. We Germans have had bitter experience with chosen ones. It seems you still have to learn that. Instead of moving from the carefully cultivated victim role increasingly into becoming perpetrators, Israel should realize as soon as possible that the injustice to thousands of Palestinians created by its existence
must be corrected by means of a state of their own without militant settler islands, by restitution for property losses, decades of life in camps, and an entire generation's lack of prospects and by means of el Quds as the capital of this Palestinian state as well.

The right to exist can’t be a self-appointed claim defended in perpetuity by force. The right to exist, when a state came into being in others’ territory can only mean repairing the unavoidable harm to the people who used to live there. Please realize that before Israel arrived there was peace in the Middle East. Since then there’s been war. Doesn’t that make you think?

With kind regards,
Prof. Dr. <firstname> <lastname>

[ZJD_27.07.06_Aur_001, E-mail]
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:

In the last few days I’ve been coming more and more to the conclusion that the Iranian president Ahmadinejad is right: the world would be better off without the existence of this aggressive and inhumane Zionist entity in Palestine. How many people could have been saved since 1948 if the UN had never agreed to the founding of this illegitimate Zionist entity in Palestine?

The most recent escalation of violence in the Middle East is unmistakably the fault of the Zionist entity: the attacks by Hisbollah in the north were provoked by the barbaric and inhumane behavior of the Zionist military machinery in the Gaza strip as well as the inaction of the community of nations to keep the Zionist entity under control. If the Zionist entity had shown itself to be more cautious and prepared to compromise, the conflict with Hisbollah would never have broken out or escalated so much.

But anyone who knows the history of the Middle-East conflict knows that brutal force and collective punitive actions against entire Arab populations (which according to international law are illegal, by the way) are a tried-and-true military strategy of the Zionist entity, of which all Zionist governments have been pleased to make use. Apparently in the Zionist philosophy only a Jewish life has value, while for the Zionist entity the dead Arab civilians morally always took a back seat.

Likewise the illegitimate Zionist entity always ignored and disregarded international law and the appeals of the international community of nations. And again in the current conflict. I personally am not surprised that the Arabs see no other way out but to blow themselves up in the Zionist entity's shopping districts. If no one in the world helps the Palestinians, that leaves only a few possibilities for resistance.

In short: I find the time has come for the civilized world to rise up and finally say what many people are thinking but don’t dare to speak aloud: the establishment of the Zionist entity in Palestine is one of the great crimes in human history, and the Zionist entity doesn’t enjoy the slightest moral right to exist. I at least agree completely with the Iranian president when he said that Zionism is a disease and the Zionist entity an illegitimate entity.
I hope the Jewish population of the Zionistic entity will finally recognize what a morally indefensible path it is on and how much blood already clings to the hands of every Jewish Israeli. It is the blood of Arab children, women, and men who have died because of the Zionistic entity since 1948. Even today the Zionistic entity is again eagerly pursuing its favorite activity: the murder and expulsion of Arab civilians. The question remains whether the Zionistic entity isn’t in the last analysis shooting itself in the foot.

With kind regards,

<firstname><lastname>

[IBD_16.07.2006_Cst_001, E-mail]
Text 3:

From: -----------------@--------------

Sent: Thursday, 20 July 2006, 8:21:03 +0100

To: botschaft@israel.de

Re: Murdermachine Israel

Just heard an interview with Netanyahu on BBC4. When I listen to that gentleman a question occurs to me:

“Was Hitler a wise man—a man who could look into the future?” I know more and more people who sympathize with Hitler’s sick idea of exterminating all of you. Isn’t that worrisome? These people even claim you’re the new Nazis. And isn’t that understandable?

If N. is the opinion of you Jews, a person who spreads a whole basket of untruths mixed with arrogance, ignorance, master-race thinking.

Only by the International Community was your cripple state founded. The world is being led around by the nose by you. Hundreds of resolutions were blocked by US or you didn’t give a d---n about them. Why did you build atom bombs in secret. You describe your neighbors as criminals. Pointing a finger at someone else means three fingers pointing at you.

I hope the new German youth will get out from under your manipulative whining about the 6 or 3 million killed and force you to adjust the rules of the world community. The EU should impose sanctions on you as an associate member. Your history is full of blood. You’re perpetrators not victims.

I hate all violence including violence against Jews. But I want a peaceful world for my children’s future. Unfortunately you’re not interested in that, maybe you want to exterminate the Arabs, right? Even that might occur to your sick brain!
Your Excellency:

Events in the Middle East are disturbing to me. The behavior of the Israeli side I consider completely inappropriate and simply criminal. The soldier “kidnapped” in Gaza actually had orders to participate in a military action.

Is Herzl's 1860 dream of a “Jewish state” (1903: “If you want it, it is no fairy tale”) now becoming a nightmare?

Or how relevant this suddenly seems: Numbers 33: 50–52: And the Lord spake unto Moses . . . “Speak unto the children of Israel . . . When ye are passed into the land . . . Then ye shall drive out all the inhabitants of the land from before you, and . . . pluck down all their high places: And ye shall dispossess the inhabitants of the land, and dwell therein: for I have given you the land to possess it.” The good Lord as Lord Balfour’s executor? Do the current rulers plan to finish carrying out these orders that are several thousand years old?

Why, in fact, should the Palestinians (alone) pay the price (for instance for the Holocaust) after the “1948 establishment of the state” by Ben Gurion (formerly David Grün) in defiance of the UN resolution?

In Palestine there were originally about 5 million Muslims and about 400,000 Jews. Today the Palestinians have been driven out (because they lost the armed confrontation) and now the ratio is the opposite. First came those fleeing the Nazis, if they could get away (David Grün advocated for them in particular). The English did everything they could to stop those streaming into their protectorate. Then, somewhat later, to make sure there were enough inhabitants, people were recruited from all over the world to come to the country. (recently Palestinians from Gaza mentioned that some of the soldiers can’t even speak Hebrew properly.)

The “hero of sabra and shantilla,” also called “the father of the settlement movement,” which in those days meant Samaria, Judea, Gaza, suddenly argued for the withdrawal of the settlers from the Gaza strip. Now, for Gaza they needed four times as many soldiers to protect it as they had settlers. Was the withdrawal from Gaza undertaken for sober financial reasons that were recast as a honorable motive?

Saddam Hussein was accused of supporting anti-Israeli forces.

When Gamal Abdel Naser nationalized the Suez Canal in 1956, Israel attacked Egypt in 1956 and then the English and the French joined in.
Who supplied the airplanes which (I heard this myself from an Israeli colonel almost 40 years ago) had to be quickly spray-painted for the 67 war to cover up the identifying markings? Who provides the $3 billion in military assistance mentioned in the paper, who supplies the approximately 5,000 bombs as part of military aid, of which 500 can break through up to 3 meters of concrete? Where are there targets with 3 meters of concrete? How skilled are the Israeli negotiators if Germany supplies submarines at a 30% discount? which it couldn’t supply to Taiwan, by the way, because it was in a war zone. Questions that make one think.

I was just reminded in this connection of a really awful saying: Hitler, heard on all-German radio: “for one German killed, 100 hostages.” (Certain things are burned into one’s memory, also the Gestapo (for the first time) in 1938. One “kidnapped” Israeli for a power plant? The proportionality for abducted soldiers. That’s how bad it is. Israel had free rein, as one can read in the press time and again, to arrest people and keep them locked up for years without trial, or if need be also kill them from a helicopter with rockets. Even if a few civilians lost their lives in the process. By the way, this soldier was involved in a military operation ordered by Israel when he was taken.

And something else: before 1945 we talked about Sippenhaft—making whole families responsible. How does that work when one bombs out the house where the family of a suicide bomber lives? Old Testament tooth for a tooth?

And while I’m on the subject: in regard to the marriage law passed by the Knesset, I’m surprised at how reticently the US has behaved, when it waded so boldly into the South Africa situation. —although it had plenty of problems of its own (and not only before that).

Anyone looking at the situation with some understanding of economics (easy to get from the financial pages of the papers), can calculate that with its own GDP Israel would not be in a position to master the ongoing situation without massive support from outside. Where does this support come from? Around 1986, by the way, Iraq was supported in its proxy war against Iran. Is the US pursuing objectives of its own with this support? US policy? Comparison to Suez 1956?

Just now the thoughtful comments of Kofi Annan were shown on television, but immediately after that he was virtually made a fool of by the position taken by an American. And for an Israeli general, the decisions and recommendations of the UN are irrelevant, as he admitted in an interview.

Completely catastrophic what an Israeli general commented: that they wanted to bomb Lebanon back to 20 years ago.

It is certainly striking the way Israel simply ignores UN resolutions without suffering any consequences. When in doubt, the US envoy casts a veto, which creates the suspicion that a certain partisanship is at work and only makes things worse. Transfers
of money, materiel, and weapons have already been mentioned. Is it true that almost as many Jews live in the US as in Israel.

The whole world seems to be in agreement that Hisbollah or Hamas are the bad guys. The Irgun or also Haganna—so greatly feared by the English that they eventually pulled out—were apparently the good guys? I still recall the radio reports on the first bombing of the British embassy in Rome in 1946. A primitive question: the former group fought for its country in order to hold onto it, the second group to seize possession of it (Numbers?). Jewish settlements like freckles on the map of a country that previously belonged to others. Did Israel obey the UN resolution from before 1948, or did Ben Gurion act without authorization?

If today the overwhelming majority of Israeli society (accordingly indoctrinated one-sidedly and, when in doubt, deceptively) is in favor of this renewed warlike confrontation, I recall the Sports Palace in Berlin: “Do you want total war?” Who is the Göbbels who has indoctrinated the Israelis now?

There is so much that makes one think. Matthew 27:24: “I am innocent of the blood of this just person,” and the crowd cried: 27:25: “His blood be on us, and on our children.” That resulted in terrible wrongdoing.

And maybe it wasn’t only the destruction of the Temple and Emperor Hadrian and the expulsion of the Jews from Jerusalem. Maybe it was more the apostate Paul who robbed the Jewish people of its identity. Luke 4: 14, First Letter to the Thessalonians. The diaspora of the Jews? …who 2000 years later (maybe even a misunderstanding in their own religion) return to “their” country?

Emperor Constantine demanded that the Jews pay a surtax. There were pogroms in Spain, in 1348 the slaughter of the Jews in Prague, the pogroms in Russia and Romania that Herzl referred to, there was the terror in Germany, there was the 9th of November 1938, which motivated Ben Gurion to help, and there was Maidanek, Birkenau, Treblinka Theresianstadt, Auschwitz and so on, and there were more than 6 million killed.

Is a Lea Rosh memorial field enough? And how do the grandchildren see it?

Anti-Semitism could have been over and done with (perhaps in line with Barenboim, Seligmann, maybe even your predecessor, Avi Primor). Do the henchmen (not only in Israel) show how one can’t achieve peace with Old Testament vengefulness but only promote anti-Semitism?

You, Mr. Ambassador, must of course follow the instructions of your government.

I assume that an embassy serves as a source of information for your country. In this spirit I would like to convey to you and your government team my opinion. It is simply unacceptable, as one of the Israeli “executors of evil” commented in typically inhumane fashion, to bomb Lebanon back to 20 years ago. Is that Israel? Are those the
80–90% of Israelis who are in favor of the war? As early as 1982 Sharon promised that he had ended terrorism once and for all. So? And who is lying to the people today?

The US wants to hold back for now, as was just announced (so the F16s supplied by the US, like a “Harris” bomber (in Germany we know what bombing terror is) can bomb even more to bits?), and then that reminds me terrifyingly of “lessons” from 1943 that warned us of the “threat of international Jewry” (Mein Kampf). (of equal numbers of people in the US and Israel? US military aid to the tune of 3 billion dollars, spray-painted US planes?, 5000 US precision bombs?, repeated vetoes by the US ambassador to the UN whenever Israel was to be criticized? Sharon visited the US president more often than any other president).

The impression could arise that Israel never really wanted peace. Every scuffle on the other side seemed to be welcomed. Provoking the adversary until he finally lashes out. That provided the justification for countermeasures. Otherwise Sharon had to make a provocative appearance in 2000 on the Temple Mount. And with the intifada that unleashed one could see where the bad guys were?

The entire dilemma came about because from the beginning Israel always believed, stubbornly and arrogantly, that it would prevail. They had believed they could accomplish more that way, who gives a damn about the UN, than in cooperation with the other countries. Israel didn’t grasp that it does no good to threaten suicide bombers with the death penalty.

A powerful contribution to international anti-Semitism has certainly been made by Israel’s immoderate behavior, with its crimes against the people in its neighborhood. The one-sided support offered by the US reveals the dishonesty of international politics.

With kind regards,
Dr. <firstname><lastname>

[IBD_28.07.2006_Apf_001, Letter]
Dear Frau Knobloch:

In the last analysis, what has been happening over the last three weeks in the Middle East must be attributed exclusively to the Jews. Supported by Jewish donors from London and America they are attempting to gain total control of the Arabs, so that their donors can get at the oil and thus continue their filthy financial manipulations, which Jews have always pursued in the past. Bush and Blair are merely puppets. Are you familiar with the information in the book "Descent into Slavery." The Australian government banished a Mr. Murdoch. If one takes stock of your people, the situation is no different than with the gypsies. Your members have drifted over the whole world and demand what they have no right to. Where are the stolen monies of a Herr Meier in Frankfurt? He had a bank in Frankfurt, later changed his name to Rot Schild, hanging such a shield above his bank. Then vanished very quickly with invested money and financed the war between England and France, where he earned vast sums, until he took off for America and there established the Rothschild bank. The book "Descent into Slavery" presents unforged documents about the way things actually were in the evolution of the Jews.

You would do better to make recommendations to your government so the hatred against your people doesn't increase. All the announcements spread by your publicists and media bosses are based on falsehoods and deceptions. You must admit to yourself that your members, no matter where they live, are only guests. They don't have a state of their own and thus—as was the case earlier—try to smuggle themselves in everywhere in order to expand their power. But time seems to be running out.

I will expect to hear from you and intend to publish further details from original documents, which is completely legal.

With best regards

<firstname><lastname>

[ZJD_04.08.2006_Arg_001, E-mail]
Dr. <firstname><lastname> <Address>
10 August 2006
Herr Shimon Stein
Ambassador of the State of Israel
Auguste Viktoriastrasse 74–76
14193 Berlin
Israelis War Crimes in Lebanon
Good Day, Mr. Ambassador,

The state of Israel which you represent has again done everything to imitate the succession to Nazi Germany under Adolf Hitler. How much Israel’s attack on Lebanon, with its appalling destruction to the infrastructure and the terrible impact on people, resembles Hitler’s attack on Poland and Russia. So the abduction of two young Israeli murderers by Hisbollah has resulted up to now in more than 1000 dead, the destruction of entire city districts and houses, and the flight of 500,000 people.

The Jewish state with its rootless cosmopolitans, its bomb holocaust and state-sponsored terrorism has now definitively become a perpetrator state and a perpetrator people under Olmert.

Crimes against the Geneva Convention.

Israel kills civilians indiscriminately, attacks refugee camps, phosphorus and cluster bombs are crimes against humanity and are used against the population. Aid deliveries by the Red Cross and other humanitarian organizations are prevented or blocked. (Are the people of Lebanon supposed to be made “thin,” like the Palestinians in the Gaza Strip? Comparisons to the Warsaw Ghetto are unavoidable.)

The attack on Cana was allegedly a mistake. (The best evidence of Jewish chutzpah!)

The war crime sin Sabra, Schattila, and Jenin by the Jewish state were certainly also just mistakes?

The 250,000,000 euros that the “brilliant” former exterior minister of the Federal Republic (formerly Scharon’s lapdog) tossed into the Jewish state’s insatiable maw, along with two submarines, were certainly invested well in Israel’s military campaigns. German citizens will pay in the form of higher taxes for their government’s Nibelung-style loyalty to Israel, whose war crimes it finances. (In 1914 Germany’s Nibelung-style loyalty to its “friends” led to the 1stworld War. Might Mr. Olmert’s wish
to protect himself with a German protective force possibly lead in this conflict to the third world War?

I hope the Hisbollah fighters soon put an end to Israel’s crazed doings and that our political nonentities in Berlin finally put some distance between themselves and the Jewish state.

Conclusion: At the moment the Jewish state resembles a stinking plague boil that must be drained.

Suggestion: The gentlemen Olmert and Perez should be made the objects of an international criminal pursuit and be brought before the war crimes tribunal in The Hague.

Sincerely,

Dr. <firstname><lastname>

[IBD_10.08.2006_Luh_001, Letter]
Dear Frau Knobloch:

In awareness of the past and the responsibility that stems from it, I am a sensitized citizen of this country who carries the historical obligation from the past within him and lives it.

I am very sensitive to and obligated by anti-Semitism in particular, as well as exclusion of and blanket judgments on all religious, ethnic, and individual fellow human beings! I carry with me and live the responsibility from the Germans’ crimes in the Nazi period. That is my obligation and profound inner value as a German. I feel and am obligated to the victims of the Nazi dictatorship.

You and your community have reproached the Germans recently for an anti-Semitic attitude and tendencies. In my opinion that’s not correct... and it’s also not right to make the reproach that way. To me That’s a political, egotistical abuse of a very sensitive part of history. I can’t go along with such blanket statements! In a democracy with multi-religious citizens it’s more than normal to be allowed to express your opinion. Part of that are also an objective evaluation of Israelis behavior and treatment toward its neighbors. You really should recognize and cast light on that and not immediately come down with a hammer and certainly not with the excuse of anti-Semitism. And certainly not in Germany, since we all know what real anti-Semitism and the consequences were and are ! The statements of Dieter Graumann:

“Our common and most important duty is the defense of the state of Israel and the permanent safeguarding of its existence in peace with its neighbors. We will do our part,” Graumann affirmed.

is not acceptable.

We’re speaking of the Central Council of Jews in German—of Germans. German Jews in Germany. And NOT of the actions and implementation of Israeli interests and the rejection of every critical voices

I expect of the Central Council an entirely different attitude, orientation, and contents!

Unfortunately I must tell you that with such statements and contents you’re only promoting anti-Semitism and strengthening the anti-Semites.
I really hope you can understand that. I hear and feel what people are thinking and being moved by.

What I expect of you and also of the Central Council in general is the following:

You represent German Jews. Not the state of Israel. Therefore I would wish for an objective, more critical way of seeing things, but at least acceptance and recognition of different opinions. That’s a historical obligation, too.

Jews in Germany must no longer be a group of persecuted, oppressed, and victims but rather an established element in society with the same rights and duties as all other religious communities! They should live and pursue that See to it that there are good community relations to establish Jewish life in Germany and to strengthen it and not to justify Israel’s actions ; and certainly not under the pretext of anti-Semitism when critical voices are heard! That is counterproductive.

I’m really very disappointed!
I live for peace and freedom , a peaceful , brotherly , cultural togetherness, in which the religious and cultural groups mutually “pollinate” one another.

We must live the good values, contents, and together. That’s the right kind of development.

I’ll say it again. I ow this to the victims of Nazi rule.

All the best and in hopes of a change of your direction and values.

<firstname> <lastname> <address>

[ZJD_01.09.2006_Fte_001, E-mail]
Dear Herr Mor:

You came to our school to garner support for Israel.

If all Jews are like you, we now know why the past in Germany took the course it did.

Most of those in our course found you as repellant as I did.

Thank you for giving me and my classmates a chance to experience in person the way Jews really are.

With kind regards

P.S., this is the e-mail of a girl friend of mine, otherwise you would just go to our school to rat me out...the way the Jews always do.

[IBD_19.04.2008_Ceb_001, E-mail]